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Abstract
The spatial aggregation of species pairs often increases with the ecological similarity
of the species involved. However, the way in which environmental conditions and
anthropogenic activity affect the relationship between spatial aggregation and ecological similarity remains unknown despite the potential for spatial associations to
affect species interactions, ecosystem function, and extinction risk. Given that human
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disturbance has been shown to both increase and decrease spatial associations among
species pairs, ecological similarity may have a role in mediating these patterns. Here,
we test the influences of habitat diversity, primary productivity, human population
density, and species' ecological similarity based on functional traits (i.e., functional
trait similarity) on spatial associations among tropical forest mammals. Large mammals
are highly sensitive to anthropogenic change and therefore susceptible to changes in
interspecific spatial associations. Using two-species occupancy models and camera
trap data, we quantified the spatial overlap of 1216 species pairs from 13 tropical
forest protected areas around the world. We found that the association between
ecological similarity and interspecific species associations depended on surrounding
human density. Specifically, aggregation of ecologically similar species was more than
an order of magnitude stronger in landscapes with the highest human density compared to those with the lowest human density, even though all populations occurred
within protected areas. Human-induced changes in interspecific spatial associations
have been shown to alter top-down control by predators, increase disease transmission and increase local extinction rates. Our results indicate that anthropogenic effects on the distribution of wildlife within protected areas are already occurring and
that impacts on species interactions, ecosystem functions, and extinction risk warrant
further investigation.
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thereby provide insight about biodiversity and ecosystem functions
in the Anthropocene.

As land use, hunting, and global climate change take a toll on bio-

In both plants and animals, interspecific spatial associations

diversity (Brodie et al., 2021), humans have restricted the activity

increase with functional trait similarity (hereafter ecological simi-

of animal species in space (Gutzwiller & Anderson, 1999; Pelini

larity) of species (in Carnivora- Davis et al., 2018; in plants- He &

et al., 2009; Tucker et al., 2018) and time (Gaynor et al., 2018).

Biswas, 2019; Yin et al., 2021). This aggregation can occur because

However, the influences of humans on spatio-temporal associations

ecologically similar species require similar conditions and hence

between animal species are less well understood. The aggregation

sort similarly among habitats best suited to their particular needs

or segregation of individuals from different species, known as in-

and traits (Leibold et al., 2004). However, if the ecological similarity

terspecific spatial associations, provides unique spatial information

of two species is limiting in terms of resource acquisition, compe-

that is not captured by other biodiversity metrics (Keil et al., 2021).

tition can reduce the spatial overlap of ecologically similar species

Changes in spatial associations have the potential to affect a variety

(Abrams, 1983).

of ecological processes. First, as species change their spatial overlap

How environmental and anthropogenic conditions affect the

with one another, the spatial distributions of the ecological functions

relationship between ecological similarity and interspecific spatial

they provide can change too (Keil et al., 2021). Community-wide

associations remains unknown. Yet, variation in interspecific spa-

changes in spatial associations can result in alterations to ecosystem

tial associations with ecological similarity across environmental

functions, including seed dispersal (Brodie et al., 2009; Herrera &

and anthropogenic gradients could indicate protected area-level

García, 2010), forest regeneration (Gardner et al., 2019), and nutri-

differences in species interactions, ecosystem functions, and the

ent cycling (Metcalfe et al., 2014). Second, changing spatial overlap

potential for local extinctions. Identification of relevant environ-

can be indicative of higher extinction risk (Fidino et al., 2019), poten-

mental gradients is important for predicting these broader ecologi-

tially due to increased competition or reduced resource availability.

cal consequences.

Finally, although interspecific spatial associations cannot be used to

Broad-scale environmental conditions which are relevant to

directly assess species interactions (Blanchet et al., 2020), changes

species distributions and ecological interactions may be relevant

in spatial associations can alter species interactions, such as com-

factors in determining patterns of interspecific spatial associations.

petition, predation, and mutualisms (Carroll et al., 2019). Identifying

For example, if habitat type is important for structuring the spatial

the drivers of community-wide patterns of spatial association can

distributions of species within a community (Spasojevic et al., 2014),
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then resource variability across space inherent to habitat diversity

(Pimm et al., 2014), making them a global conservation priority.

may affect interspecific spatial associations. Greater habitat diver-

Tropical forest mammals are diverse, with a wide variety of body

sity may result in spatial aggregation of ecologically similar species

sizes, dietary requirements, and habitat use, providing an excellent

as they use habitats suited to their needs, or greater segregation of

taxon for investigating the spatial associations of species spanning a

ecologically similar species if competition causes species to spatially

large range in their level of ecological similarity.

partition. Ecologically similar species that use different resources

Here, we test the extent to which protected-area level environ-

may also segregate spatially. If energy availability is important for

mental and anthropogenic conditions predict tropical mammal inter-

determining species distributions and interactions, then protected

specific spatial associations based on functional traits by assessing

area-level productivity may affect interspecific spatial associations.

the spatial overlap of 1216 species pairs in 13 protected tropical

High productivity is related to energy availability in an ecosystem

forests around the world. We test the associations of habitat diver-

and has been associated with higher animal biomass (McNaughton

sity, productivity, and human density with the relationship between

et al., 1989), species richness (Jetz & Fine, 2012) and functional di-

mammal ecological similarity and interspecific spatial associations.

versity (Gorczynski et al., 2021), as well as more stochastic species

We measure ecological similarity based on six functional traits (av-

distributions across space (e.g., in an experimental invertebrate pond

erage body mass, diet composition, social group size, substrate use,

system, Chase, 2010). Lower energy availability in lower productivity

activity period, and average litter size) that describe the quality and

environments may alter patterns of biodiversity, including interspe-

quantity of resources required for mammal species to persist in a

cific spatial associations. Reduced resource availability associated

location (Gorczynski et al., 2021; Gorczynski & Beaudrot, 2021). For

with low productivity may increase spatial aggregation by forcing

example, body size, sociality, and litter size can capture the amount

species with similar resource requirements into contact with each

of resources a species requires, while diet, substrate use, and ac-

other more frequently or increase spatial segregation if low produc-

tivity period can describe the type of resources a species requires.

tivity increases competition among similar species for the remaining

Differences in interspecific spatial associations of ecologically sim-

resources. In these ways, variation in the level of habitat diversity

ilar species based on environmental and anthropogenic conditions

and productivity among protected areas may affect the way species

could indicate systematic changes in ecosystem functions, extinc-

overlap with each other spatially based on their ecological similarity.

tion risk, and species interactions.

Human impacts on the environment may also affect the ecological processes underlying interspecific spatial associations. If
humans reduce habitat suitability, deter movement of individuals
(i.e., through a landscape of fear; Suraci et al., 2019), or increase
competition among similar species for limited remaining resources,
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2.1 | Study sites

species may change their spatial association in response to human
density. Human activity can also increase habitat suitability, such as

We examined mammal co-occurrence (likelihood that two spe-

through resource supplementation for some omnivores and carni-

cies occur in the same camera trap location over the course of a

vores (Manlick & Pauli, 2020), or through removal of predator spe-

month) in 13 tropical forest protected areas spanning the Americas,

cies for some herbivores. Human presence and impacts have been

Africa, Asia, and Madagascar using data from the Tropical Ecology

linked to both increased (Farris et al., 2014; Murphy et al., 2021; Rota

Assessment and Monitoring Network (TEAM). The protected areas

et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2018) and decreased (Cruz et al., 2018; Di

are located in landscapes with a range of habitat connectivity with

Bitetti et al., 2010; Kafley et al., 2019; Ladle et al., 2018) spatial as-

some sites surrounded by intact forest (e.g., Nouabalé-Ndoki,

sociations among species. Interspecific spatial associations are often

Central Suriname Nature Reserve) and others largely isolated from

species-pair-specific, with some species pairs aggregating and oth-

other forests (e.g., Bwindi, Ranomafana, Udzungwa) (Table S1;

ers segregating in the same system exposed to humans, but the ex-

Beaudrot et al., 2016).

tent to which ecological similarity among species or variation among
study sites in anthropogenic pressure explains such variation has not
previously been tested.

2.2 | Camera trap sampling

Understanding interspecific spatial associations among terrestrial mammals is particularly important because mammals play vital

Camera trap observations of mammals were collected during a sin-

roles in maintaining biodiversity and ecosystem functions (Lacher

gle primary sampling period in 2015 using a standardized protocol

et al., 2019). Mammals contribute to seed dispersal, forest regen-

(Jansen et al., 2014). At each site, a Reconyx RM45 or Hyperfire™

eration, and nutrient cycling, among other functions. Indeed, func-

camera trap were deployed at 60 locations arranged in gridded

tionality has declined in forests where mammals have been locally

arrays and positioned with 1–2 km between each other over 120–

extirpated (Wright et al., 2007). Moreover, the large body sizes

180 km2 of forest. Standardized grids varied between sites in terms

and resource requirements of mammals make them particularly

of dimensions and proximity to access trails but spacing remained

vulnerable to human impacts (Dirzo et al., 2014) and many have ex-

constant among camera traps within a study site. Each camera trap

perienced declines in abundance and diversity across the tropics

was active in the field for at least 30 consecutive days in the dry
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season (<100 mm rainfall/month) and used motion-activated pho-

for all species pairs co-occurring at a site, species A was the species

tography to capture images of animals that triggered the motion sen-

that came first alphabetically, meaning the dominance of the species

sor. Camera traps were affixed to trees between 40 and 60 cm off

pairs was not ecologically based and was effectively arbitrary. When

the ground. Camera trap photos were then processed and identified

SIF is equal to 1, the occurrences of the two species are unrelated to

by local experts. Detections were grouped into 6-day sampling peri-

each other. When SIF and its 95% credible interval are greater than 1,

ods for modeling, with detections during different sampling periods

we consider the two species more likely to co-occur than expected by

considered independent detections. For each TEAM study site, the

random chance. When SIF and its 95% credible interval are less than

community consisted of ground-dwelling mammal species observed

1, we consider the two species less likely to co-occur than expected
̂ convergence diagnosby chance. We inspected the Gelman-Rubin (R)

in more than three sampling periods and weighing more than 1 kg.

tic (Brooks & Gelman, 1998) to assess convergence of all two-species

2.3 | Estimating species-pair co-occurrence

occupancy models using a threshold of <1.05. We used 95% credible
intervals of SIF estimates that did not include zero to identify species
pairs that showed significant aggregation or segregation simply to

Occupancy models provide a robust method for estimating species

highlight the species-pairs that showed relatively stronger patterns of

occurrence (MacKenzie et al., 2002) and are more appropriate for

spatial overlap or separation, while acknowledging that using camera

comparing species occurrences than raw observational data, which

trap data for one species in multiple co-occurrence models may cause

can underestimate occurrence when animals are present but are not

an underestimation of the true variance of these estimates. The SIF

detected (i.e., due to imperfect detection). Using camera trap ob-

estimates for all species pairs were used in the global model.

servations, we used a Bayesian two-species occupancy model that
accounted for imperfect detection in R v4.1.2 (Davis et al., 2018; R
Core Team, 2021; Richmond et al., 2010) to estimate the tendency
for species-pairs to aggregate (co-occur more frequently than ex-

2.4 | Modeling variation in co-occurrence among
species-pairs

pected) or segregate (occur separately more frequently than expected). We applied the same model independently to each species

Our goal was to test how habitat diversity, primary productivity, and

pair observed to occur in the same protected area. The two-species

human density measured at the protected area-level affected the re-

occupancy model did not include covariates of occupancy or detec-

lationship between ecological similarity and species co-occurrence

tion. In this way, we estimated pairwise species overlap across the

within tropical forest protected areas. We used a generalized lin-

range of environmental conditions within a protected area with-

ear model with a Bayesian formulation to model SIF for each of the

out directly measuring the effect of these conditions themselves

species pairs from the 13 study sites (N = 1216 species pairs) as a

on species occurrence. As a result, spatial associations of species

function of species-pair dissimilarity, three TEAM protected area-

estimated from this model could be a result of biological interac-

level predictors (habitat diversity, primary productivity, and human

tions, responses to environmental conditions, or a combination of

density), and the interaction between species-pair dissimilarity and

both (Dormann et al., 2018). This resulted in a single, protected area-

each of these three site-level predictors. We included these interac-

level estimate of spatial association for each species pair which we

tion effects to test how environmental and anthropogenic factors

used to test for the effects of variation in protected area-level en-

may mediate associations between mammal species overlap and

vironmental conditions on interspecific spatial associations. All five

ecological similarity. We also included functional richness for each

parameters estimated in the models were given vague Uniform(0,1)

protected area as a fixed effect to control for diversity-based varia-

priors. To estimate detection probability, camera trap observations

tion in co-occurrence among sites.

were divided into six-day monitoring periods. The model produced

To measure species dissimilarity, we calculated the Gower's dis-

a derived parameter known as the species interaction factor (SIF;

tance between each species pair in trait space using the ‘cluster’

Richmond et al., 2010), which we used to infer the degree of aggre-

package in R (Maechler et al., 2014). We used a suite of six eco-

gation or segregation between two species. The SIF was calculated

logical traits: average body mass, diet composition (graze, browse,

as follows:

fruits/seeds, invertebrates, vertebrates), social group size, substrate
use, activity period, and average litter size. These traits have been

(
(
(
)
))
SIF = ΨA × ΨBA ∕ ΨA × ΨA × ΨBA + 1 − ΨA × ΨBa

previously published and used for the analysis of mammal functional diversity in TEAM-protected areas (Gorczynski et al., 2021;

In this equation, ΨA is the estimated occupancy of species A, ΨBA

Gorczynski & Beaudrot, 2021).

is the estimated occupancy of species B in the presence of species

We measured habitat diversity using the Shannon diversity index

A, and ΨBa is the estimated occupancy of species B in the absence

applied to landcover data for the camera trap sampling area. Habitat

of species A. In this model, species A is the dominant species, and

classifications were derived from 2015 MODIS land cover data at a

its occupancy is independent of species B. Species B's occupancy is

resolution of 500 m (Friedl & Sulla-Menashe, 2019). All cells within

calculated such that it may be dependent on the presence or absence

the sampling area were classified based on the IGBP system (17 land-

of species A and so is the subordinate species. In repeating this model

cover classes; classes identified in at least one TEAM site include the
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following: evergreen broadleaf forests, woody savannas, savanna,

SIF as the response variable and used a Gaussian distribution. We

grasslands, permanent wetlands, cropland/natural vegetation mo-

included two residual variation components in this model to propa-

saic, water bodies), and the Shannon diversity of habitat types was

gate estimation uncertainty from the co-occurrence models follow-

calculated from the counts of each of these 17 unique cell classifi-

ing the approach described in Kéry & Royle (2015). This approach

cations. Notably, evergreen broadleaf forests, which are the domi-

included incorporation of known uncertainty of the SIF estimate

nant habitat type in the study sites, encompass a variety of diverse

from the co-occurrence models, as well as the lack of fit component,

forests including palm, bamboo, and hardwood, which cannot be

which allowed the estimate to vary from the modeled relationship.

differentiated.

The known uncertainty component used the posterior variance of

To quantify an index of primary productivity, we used normalized

SIF estimates from the two species occupancy models to inform the

difference vegetation index (NDVI) calculated as mean NDVI over the

precision of these estimates in the model. This two-component ap-

sampling area (minimum convex area within a 1 km buffer of the 60

proach to incorporating uncertainty was necessary given that the

camera traps). This information was extracted from 16-day MODIS

second stage analysis models outputs from the first stage, which

Vegetation Indices at a resolution of 250 m (Didan, 2015) and aver-

each had their own variance in estimation (Kéry & Royle, 2015). We

aged across all cells in the sampling area during the year 2015.

visually inspected trace plots from the model and checked that the

Human density can be indicative of a variety of human activi-

Gelman-Rubin (Rhat) convergence diagnostic were <1.05 to ensure

ties that are damaging to wildlife, including land-use change, hunt-

convergence. We also visually inspected posterior predictive checks

ing, and human–wildlife conflicts (Newmark et al., 1994; Parks &

to assess model fit. Finally, we checked the robustness of our model

Harcourt, 2002). For each TEAM study site, we extracted the mean

to the inclusion of SIF estimates with large variance by running the

human density in a 5-km buffer around the camera trap sampling

global model with the subset of the SIF estimates that had variance

areas from the Gridded Population of the World data set during the

<0.04. Data and code for the methods and materials are available

year 2015 (CIESIN, 2016).

online (Gorczynski et al., 2022).

Functional richness of each community was calculated using
the “FD” package in R (Laliberté et al., 2015) and was included in
the regression to control for variation in functional diversity at each
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site due to differences in biogeography and evolutionary history.
All calculations were conducted in the same trait space including all

We analyzed 1216 species pairs. The number of species pairs in each

species at all sites to preserve total inertia and distance between

site ranged from six in Ranomafana, Madagascar, to 190 in Yasuní,

the same species occurring at different sites. None of the predictor

Ecuador, with a median of 78 in Yanachaga, Peru (Figure 1; Table S1).

variables were highly correlated (r < 0.7).

The median SIF estimate of all 1216 species pairs was 1.03 (95%

We conducted a global Bayesian model using the package

CI = 0.58, 1.88; Figure S1). The site-level median SIF ranged from

R2JAGS (Su & Yajima, 2015). The linear predictor of the model was

1.001 (Korup, Cameroon) to 1.208 (Volcán Barva, Costa Rica). We

as follows:

found 34 species pairs that showed significant aggregation (SIF 95%

𝜇ijk = 𝛼 0 + 𝛼 1 xHaDk + 𝛼 2 xPRk + 𝛼 3 xHuDk + 𝛼 4 xSppDij + 𝛼 5 xHaDk xSppDij
+ 𝛼 6 xPRk xSppDij + 𝛼 7 xHuDk xSppDij + 𝛼 8 xFRk + 𝜖 ijk

CI >1) and just 7 species pairs that showed significant segregation
(SIF 95% CI <1; Table S2 and Figure S1).
Among all co-occurring species pairs, functional dissimilarity
ranged from most similar at 0.011 (Cercocebus torquatus [collared

where i and j refer to species and k refers to protected area; log(SIF)ijk

mangabay] and Mandrillus leucophaeus [drill]) to most dissimilar at

indicates the log transformed mean estimate of the SIF for each spe-

0.794 (Genetta servalina [servaline genet] and Loxodonta africana

cies pair, SppDij indicates the ecological dissimilarity of each species

[African elephant]) with a median of 0.375. Habitat diversity at

pair, HaDk represents the protected area-level habitat diversity, PRk

the sampling points ranged from 0 (multiple sites) to 0.77 (Korup,

represents the protected area-level productivity, HuDk represents

Cameroon) with a median of 0.012 (Caxiuanã, Brazil; see Table S3

the protected area-level human density, FRk represents the protected

for full landcover classification). Primary productivity ranged from

area-level mammal community functional richness and 𝜖 is the lack

0.412 (Korup, Cameroon) to 0.772 (Nouabalé-Ndoki, Republic of

of fit component to allow for uncertainty in our model fit, such that

Congo) with a median of 0.685 (Yasuní, Ecuador). Human density in

𝜖 ijk ∼ Normal (0, 𝜎)and 𝜎 ∼ Uniform(0, 10). All intercept and slope terms of

a 5 km buffer surrounding each sampling area ranged from 0.03 peo-

the linear predictor were given vague Normal(0,100) priors. This linear

ple per square kilometer (Central Suriname Nature Reserve, Central

predictor feeds into the following model, which accounts for the asso-

Suriname) to 175.45 (Bwindi Impenetrable Forest, Uganda) with a

ciated uncertainty in SIF estimates:

median of 22.30 (Korup, Cameroon). Functional richness ranged
from 0.004 (Ranomafana, Madagascar) to 0.074 (Nouabalé-Ndoki,

(
)
(
)
log SIFijk ∼ Normal 𝜇ijk , 𝜎 ijk

Republic of Congo) with a median of 0.057 (Volcán Barva).
Using these environmental and anthropogenic variables, we fitted

where 𝜎 ijk is the variance associated to the SIF estimates of species i

a Bayesian regression to the 1216 SIF values obtained from the pair-

and j at study area k. Because SIF is bounded by 0, we log-transformed

wise two-species occupancy models. This global regression included
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Barro Colorado, Panama

Bwindi, Uganda

Caxiuanã, Brazil

Cocha Cashu, Peru

Central Suriname, Suriname

Korup, Cameroon

Nouabalé−Ndoki, Republic of Congo

Pasoh, Malaysia

Ranomafana, Madagscar

Udzungwa, Tanzania

Volcán Barva, Costa Rica

Yanachaga, Peru

0.1
0.0

Species interaction factor (SIF)

−0.1

0.1
0.0

−0.1

0.1
0.0

−0.1
Yasuní, Ecuador

−2 −1 0 1 2 3

−2 −1 0 1 2 3

−2 −1 0 1 2 3

0.1
0.0
−0.1
−2 −1 0 1 2 3

Functional dissimilarity

F I G U R E 1 Results showing predicted relationships between species ecological dissimilarity and pairwise interspecific spatial associations
measured using the log-transformed SIF at each of the 13 protected area sites. Each point in the scatter plot represents a species pair. The black
line represents zero, with all points above zero indicating species pair aggregation spatially, and below zero indicating species pair segregation
spatially. Points for species pairs with SIF greater than 0.1 or less than −0.1 were not included in the scatter plots to better visualize the model
fit. The red line represents model fit, with light red shading indicating the 95% credible interval. Within the map, the black line demarcates the
protected area boundary. Black dots show camera trap sampling points. Red shading indicates human density with darker coloration indicating
higher density. At sites with higher human density, ecologically similar species pairs showed more aggregation and ecologically dissimilar species
showed more spatial separation. Map lines delineate study areas and do not necessarily depict accepted national boundaries.

a significant interaction between species pair functional dissimi-

0.025), and species dissimilarity (α4 = −0.0037; 95% CI = −0.010,

larity and human density (α7 = −0.014; 95% CI = −0.027, −0.0007;

0.0027) on interspecific spatial overlap. Even though these effects

Figure 2) based on its 95% credible interval that did not overlap zero.

were statistically non-significant based on 95% CI, much of their

Functionally similar species were more likely to co-occur in protected

posterior distributions excluded zero, including 50% CIs, which sug-

areas that had high human density in a five-kilometer buffer around

gests that these factors may be important for determining species co-

the sampling area and functionally dissimilar species were less likely

occurrence independent of each other. A robustness check from the

to co-occur as human density increased. Based on the model output,

model using the subset of SIF estimates with variance <0.04 (N = 485

species pairs were most likely to overlap spatially if they were similar

SIF estimates) produced qualitatively similar results as the model of

in terms of their functional traits and occurred in protected areas with

all 1216 SIF estimates (Figure S2). A visual posterior predictive check

high surrounding human density, while species pairs were most likely

indicated that the model fit the subset of the data well (Figure S3).

to spatially segregate if they were dissimilar in terms of their functional traits and occurred in protected areas with high surrounding
human density (Figure 3). On the other hand, we failed to detect an

4
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DISCUSSION

interaction between species pair dissimilarity and habitat diversity or
productivity that affected species spatial overlaps. Finally, we found

Interspecific spatial associations are an important and understudied

non-significant main effects of habitat diversity (α1 = −0.0097; 95%

aspect of biodiversity that can affect species interactions, population

CI = −0.025, 0.0062), human density (α3 = 0.0076; 95% CI = −0.0097,

dynamics, and ecosystem functions. The goal of this study was
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F I G U R E 2 Effect sizes of the predictor variables from the global model of species pair co-occurrence. Estimates were standardized with
a mean of zero and variance of one for direct comparison. Black dots indicate median estimates, thick black bars indicate 50% credible
intervals and thin black bars represent 95% credible intervals. Light gray distributions indicate that the 95% credible interval overlapped 0.
The red distribution indicates the 95% credible interval did not include zero for the interaction between ecological dissimilarity and human
density.
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F I G U R E 3 The range of predicted log-transformed interspecific spatial associations based on human density and ecological dissimilarity
as predicted from the global model. This plot includes all values of human density and ecological dissimilarity observed in this study. Each
color represents a range of species interaction factor values including (1) < −0.05; (2) −0.05 to 0; (3) 0 to 0.05; (4) 0.05 to 0.1; and (5) >0.1.
Predicted species interaction factors are highest (SIF >0.1; indicated in light green), indicating spatial aggregation, in protected areas with
high human density and for species with low ecological dissimilarity (i.e., high ecological similarity).

to identify whether and how environmental and anthropogenic

similar species depending on protected area-level habitat diversity

conditions at the protected-area level are associated with the

or productivity. We did find, however, that the co-occurrence of

relationship between mammal ecological similarity and interspecific

ecologically similar species differed depending on human density

spatial associations in tropical forest protected areas. Our results do

surrounding the camera trap sampling area. The ways in which

not find support for variation in the co-occurrence of ecologically

spatial associations between mammal species shift in response
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to humans have been reported as variable (Cruz et al., 2018; Di

species in tropical forests require further investigation, which could

Bitetti et al., 2010; Farris et al., 2014; Kafley et al., 2019; Ladle

be accomplished by more in-depth study of pairwise species inter-

et al., 2018; Rota et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2018). Our comparison

actions. Given that these patterns were identified for wildlife within

of the environmental and anthropogenic predictors of interspecific

protected area boundaries, the effects of human density may be

spatial associations based on more than 1200 species pairs suggest

more pronounced in non-protected areas, and the extent of this as-

that humans are associated with increasing spatial aggregation of

sociation warrants further investigation.

ecologically similar species within tropical protected areas. Human

Human density is associated with a variety of detrimental eco-

density could limit suitable habitat availability, create a landscape

logical consequences. Such consequences include reduced local

of fear (Suraci et al., 2019), or provide novel resources (Manlick &

mammal species richness (McKee et al., 2013) and increased spe-

Pauli, 2020). Changes in spatial associations in human-dominated

cies extinction risk, particularly for organisms with more ecologically

landscapes have been shown to have ecological consequences

sensitive traits such as low reproductive rates and large body sizes

including alteration of top-down control by predators (Ramesh

(Cardillo et al., 2004, 2005). Moreover, increasing human density has

et al., 2017), increased disease transmission (Hassell et al., 2017), and

been linked to variation in mammal population size and population

increased local extinction rate (Fidino et al., 2019). Similar disruption

dynamics, with some species increasing in abundance and others

to ecological processes could be occurring in protected areas

decreasing (i.e., winners and losers- Tucker et al., 2021). Our result

exposed to high human density, and long-term study is necessary to

that ecologically similar species were more strongly aggregated with

assess the ecological effects of differences in spatial overlap.

higher surrounding human density suggests that humans may also

Mechanisms driving spatial overlap are difficult to disentan-

modulate spatial associations among species on a broad scale. It is

gle because different mechanisms can produce identical patterns

important to note, however, that it is likely not human density per se

(Blanchet et al., 2020). In our model, both biotic interactions and

that increases interspecific spatial associations. Higher human den-

response to environmental conditions could be driving species spa-

sity is associated generally with a wide variety of disruptive human

tial associations. Extensive prior knowledge about ecological inter-

activities such as hunting, changes in type and intensity of land use,

actions between species pairs is necessary to infer the mechanisms

habitat degradation and loss, and conflict between humans and wild-

driving interspecific spatial associations. For example, anthropogenic

life that arise from shared space use (Newmark et al., 1994; Parks &

linear features such as seismic lines, pipelines, and roads (Dickie

Harcourt, 2002). These activities can have direct effects on wildlife

et al., 2017) have been shown to facilitate increased predation of

and be detrimental to mammal diversity (Brodie et al., 2021). It is

carnivores on ungulates, resulting in increased overlap of predator

likely that a combination of human impacts affects mammal inter-

and prey species near these features (Fisher & Ladle, 2022). In our

specific spatial associations in these systems, but causal mechanisms

case, it is uncertain whether higher human density allows ecologi-

require further investigation. In addition, we quantified human den-

cally similar mammals to co-occur more often because of increased

sity outside of the protected areas, whereas we quantified habitat

species sorting (i.e., similar species use the same habitats because of

diversity and productivity for the camera trap sampling areas within

similar resource requirements; Weiher & Keddy, 1995), decreased

protected forests; thus, our results suggest that processes outside

competition (i.e., relaxed competition for resources permits greater

the protected area, as well as inside, may affect mammal communi-

sharing of space; Abrams, 1983) or another mechanism. Human den-

ties (Laurance et al., 2012).

sity could affect either species sorting or competition in multiple

Patterns of significant aggregation and segregation among

ways. For example, habitat loss and landscapes of fear frequently

individual species pairs also reflect the relationship between co-

result in increased clustering of species as the space available to

occurrence, ecological similarity, and human density. For exam-

species declines (Suraci et al., 2019). This pattern would be par-

ple, agoutis (Dasyprocta spp.) and pacas (Cuniculus paca), which are

ticularly strong for ecologically similar species that use similar re-

functionally similar small-bodied, ground-dwelling frugivores that

sources. Alternatively, human settlements can provide novel food

partition temporally, exhibited spatial aggregation in all seven neo-

sources and habitats (Manlick & Pauli, 2020) such as waste piles and

tropical sites (SIF >1, Table S2). Of these seven sites, significant

agricultural landscapes. Additional resource availability could reduce

aggregation of this species pair based on 95% CIs was observed

competition between ecologically similar species and allow them to

at three sites including the two neotropical sites with the highest

co-occur spatially. Furthermore, the relevant but non-significant ef-

surrounding human density, Volcán Barva in Costa Rica and Barro

fects of species dissimilarity and human density (negative and pos-

Colorado in Panama. In the protected area with the highest sur-

itive, respectively) indicate that these factors may be influencing

rounding human density, Bwindi Impenetrable Forest in Uganda, the

species spatial overlap independent of each other as well. That is,

yellow-backed duiker (Cephalophus silvicultor) and the black-fronted

ecological similar species may be more likely to overlap regardless of

duiker (Cephalophus nigrifrons) aggregated significantly; both species

anthropogenic conditions, providing support for results from previ-

avoid human activities such as hunting and farming (Diarrassouba

ous studies on interspecific spatial associations (Davis et al., 2018).

et al., 2020; Sylvie Fonkwo et al., 2011). Interestingly, both duiker

Species may also be more likely to overlap in protected areas with

species showed significant segregation from the olive baboon (Papio

high human density regardless of their traits. The mechanisms be-

anubis), which raids crops and often thrives near human habitation

hind human-associated increases in overlap of ecologically similar

(Warren, 2009).
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Despite the fact that spatial partitioning based on habitat pref-

Rovero et al., 2020), particularly in sites with high surrounding

erences for land cover, elevation, and hydrological conditions have

human density (e.g., Bwindi, Pasoh, Barro Colorado). Our findings

been extensively documented for mammals (IUCN, 2021; Marshall

that humans may affect the spatial associations of species within

et al., 2014; Rondinini et al., 2011), we did not find that mosaics of

and among protected areas provides additional context for tropi-

broad-s cale vegetation types, such as broad-leaf evergreen forest

cal biodiversity loss. Increase in spatial aggregation among ecolog-

and mixed forest, resulted in greater aggregation or segregation

ically similar species may be indicative of extinction debt (Kuussaari

among species than exclusively broad-leaf evergreen systems. As

et al., 2009) if it results in population declines and extinctions in

protected tropical forests, many of these sites are largely broad-

the future. This could occur due to reduced resource availability

leaf evergreen landcover, which may reduce the power of this vari-

or increased competition associated with greater spatial overlap,

able to predict co-o ccurrence. The non-significant negative effect

leading to an inability for species to coexist over time. If we are to

of habitat diversity on species spatial overlap may be indicative

preserve diverse mammal communities in tropical forest protected

of increased habitat partitioning in sites with greater diversity of

areas, we must work to mitigate the negative effects associated with

landcover types, although this was not related to species ecolog-

high human density including hunting, land use change and human-

ical dissimilarity. Nevertheless, finer-s cale, unmeasured habitat

wildlife conflicts (Newmark et al., 1994; Parks & Harcourt, 2002).

variation, such as microclimate, understory vegetation structure,
and specific resource availability may be more important for de-
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Anthropogenic activity is causing substantial changes in global
biodiversity. Protected areas aim to conserve biodiversity but vary
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